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Mosin nagant stock finish

A few years ago I finalized my Mosin-action. This looks amazing compared to the cosmoline of the ingrained peeling varnish that it was before. I add flaxseed oil to it every once in a while and it keeps looking better and better. stocks seemed to be in the middle condition. I decided to completely deprive the stock, stain it and finish with
polyurethane. Of course, there are many other ways to improve Mosin's stick, but this method seems to be very simple and gives good results. I don't remove barrel band springs, cross bolt/recoil bolt or sling escutcheons. I just stained and polyurethaned right above them. The original state. Original condition (alternative view). The broth
was covered with a thick layer of old rakunya. Shellac can be repaired quite easily, but I wanted a tougher finish. I started with 90% rubbing alcohol and green cleaning pads. He removed the projectile, but after 20 minutes of cleaning there was quite a bit of rakunya left. I ran to the store and found some zinser Furniture Refinisher. In the
cane it is written: Carefully dissolved old finish - retains the forest original color and character. It worked 10 times faster than rubbing alcohol and not damaging the wood, but the fumes were terrible! According to MSDS it contains acetone, methanol and toluene. If you use any of these solvents, I highly recommend wearing gloves and
stripping stock outside. After stripping the shell and de-grease. The wood was greasy after washing off the shell. I suspect the cosmline was saturated deep in the forest. I sprayed it down with some commercial de-grease, let it soak for a minute and then rinse with rubbing alcohol. I have repeatedly de-smeared and rinsed several times.
This seemed to remove most of the cosmoline without harming the wood. You can also let the stock sit in the hot sun and erase the cosmoline as it seeps every half hour. This method may take several days. But now the tree seemed too dark and dark. I mixed some OxiClean with water (it doesn't dissolve in rubbing alcohol) and poured it
into stock. After it sits for 20 minutes I rinse it. After repeating a couple of times the tree seemed to lighten up a bit, but it didn't look like new, unfinished wood. Maybe next time I'll try liquid bleach. After bleaching with OxiClean. It's time to restore any dents in the warehouse. They can be evaporated with a damp cloth and an iron. This
process causes the wood fibers to swell, hopefully going back to its original shape and resulting in a smooth surface. First, apply a little water to the dent and let it soak for some time. Apply more water until the dent is satiate. Then wet the cloth or towel. Put it on a dent and use hot iron clothing on a steamed wood. I hope the dent is
smoothed. You may have to pair it a few times. Googie be filled with wooden filler. It is usually easier to achieve a smooth, glossy finish if you fill the pores. Mosin Mosin usually made of birch, which has quite small pores. Filling pores probably won't do much good. I never bother with it, but if you want to invest some time doing it now, you
can save a little time later grinding the finish smooth. Staining After putting the stock dry completely I polished with 320 sand to knock down the grain that was raised with OxiClean bleaching. I cleaned from grinding the dust, hung it and applied a thick layer of Varatan light cherry stain. I waited about 5 minutes and hit it again. After about
15 minutes, I wiped the excess. The wood didn't seem to absorb many stains. The new color came out very close to the original color (before any work in the warehouse). After staining. After finishing I decided to finish with polyurethane. Some people may feel that cancer is more suitable for Mosin, but polyurethane is easier to apply and
much more resistant to solvents, water, abrasions and almost everything else. You can apply sealants to keep in the cosmoline, but it doesn't seem to be necessary. Update... It's been 3 years, and polyurethane looks good (without separation, peeling, cosmoline seeping or anything). You will need to choose between glitter or satin finish.
I recommend the satin trim because I think it's just the luxury character of the rifle better and the glitter finish will highlight every dent and bulge in stock. You can always change your mind and put a glitter finish on the satin finish later. You can also apply glitter trim and buff its good satin finish with a 0000 steel wool or 3M brand synthetic
steel wool pad. I usually apply a very thin layer of napkins on polyurethane on each surface, inside and day. This seals the wood to protect against water, oil, etc. Old T-shirts and socks also work very well. Dying and staining both colors of wood, but the dye will allow more grain to show through. I didn't have a lot of grain in my stock, so it
wouldn't be much better to die than staining. If you decide to paint the wood, I recommend Rit fabric dye. There are more expensive dyes made specifically for wood that can give better results, but fabric dyes are cheap and readily available. For Mosin, I would recommend mixing 50% red and 50% brown dye. If possible, check it in an
undisclosed place in the warehouse. I mix the dye with roughly equal parts of the water distiller in an old glass jar. Because the dye is based on water, it will lift the grain. To remove the raised grain requires an additional step of resurfacing, but the result is a little smoother than if the grain was not raised and sanded. Applying a napkin on
a poly is almost reliable, but there are a few things that can ruin it. The temperature should be above 60 degrees Fahrenheit, otherwise It will take a few days to dry (during this time it will collect a lot of dust). If the temperature is above 90 or the humidity drops to about 30%, the poly can dry so quickly that it becomes difficult to apply. Teh
Teh must be dried in an area that has no dust or drafts. Any dust that lands on the poly before it's dry will become embedded - and that makes it hard to get a nice, smooth finish. Poly will smell a little funny for a few days as it dries up. You should follow the instructions for any finish you use. Here's my overall finishing process. I know it
looks like a lot of steps, but every step is simple and the results are almost guaranteed to be beautiful... Sand from gouges, saw signs, etc., using 100 to 180 sand. Sand from 220 to 320 sand until beautiful and smooth. Clean from dust grinding (use vacuum, compressed air, damp cloth, tack cloth, or whatever else works for you). Wet
surfaces with any of the following (I prefer to wipe with a rag, t-shirt, etc.) ... Allow the surface to dry. Gently sand the grains down with 220 or 320 sand. Clean from the grinding dust. (Optional step) Apply the stain (usually wipe, wait 5 minutes, wipe). Let the stain dry. Apply a thin layer of polyurethane. Allow the poly to dry (usually at least
12 hours). Sand with 1000 - 1500 sand wet / dry sandpaper. You can also use a brown paper bag, but it can leave the lint in the finish. This will smooth out the finish and remove the inevitable dust tips. Clean from grinding dust (wet rag works best at this stage). Continue the previous few steps of applying poly and gently grinding until you
reach the desired finish. Not sand last layer of poly. It is usually taken by at least 2 coats, usually 3 or 4, rarely longer. This should lead to a very smooth and beautiful finish. The half-gloss finish has been completed. Alternative methods of finishing Watco Danish oil can create a pretty good finish. It is very easy to apply, just wipe, let it sit
for about 10 minutes and erase the excess. A pair of coats is all you need and this leads to a natural finish. Unfortunately, it provides only minimal protection. The shell trim can be restored. Sometimes all you have to do is clean the finish. If cleaning is not enough, then you can rub the surface with alcohol to partially dissolve it and polish it
in a good, new condition. If it doesn't work, you can apply a new layer of shell. I won't go into details on how to do all this, because it can turn into his own guide. There's some good instructions on the internet. You can use a lot of other finishes, but keep in mind the stock is more likely to get wet from washing the trunk or maybe rain, it will
be subjected to different solvent cleaning, and it will probably get a little beat through normal use - so choose the finish properly. So I took the M44 from a friend the other day, unfortunately he thought it would be a good idea to spray the paint stock black, and I would remove the paint and refine it. Any advice on how should I make it safe?
Obviously I don't care too much for the original finish, since I'll overdo it, just a few tips on how to remove the paint. thank you can't be different from doing M1 Garand or M1 Carbine stock... complete disassembly, paint the stripper, rinse (with hot water), dry and recycle. I admit there are some pretty extreme sounding techniques, but they
work. I even had to put my carbine stock in the dishwasher to get all the oil and fat out. Old school hardwood stocks are pretty forgiving... Don't even have bedding to worry about. garandgear.com and m1-garand-rifle.com have good scenic guides. Reaction: Islas82 may not be exceptionally different from doing M1 Garand or M1 Carbine
shares... complete disassembly, paint the stripper, rinse (with hot water), dry and recycle. I admit there are some pretty extreme sounding techniques, but they work. I even had to put my carbine stock in the dishwasher to get all the oil and fat out. Old school hardwood stocks are pretty forgiving... Don't even have bedding to worry about.
garandgear.com and m1-garand-rifle.com have good scenic guides. Yes, sir, that's what I did minus the dishwasher. The stock is beautifully refinished now drying in the garage. Thank you. Shellac was the original finish if you are interested in recreating it. Wolft oil and boiled flaxseed oil are/have been popular for timeframe, too, and no
flakes/scratches like Shellac/lacquer. BLO will darken the tree, tungsten oil is a little better about keeping blonde blonde. Removed this ugly orange shawak from my M44. Tried to come back with flaxseed oil, but the tree was too hard to take it, so I camouflage painted it. Reaction: Islas82 Islas82
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